Z-CLIP™ Fencing System

High Capacity Steel Mesh Fence that Uses the Finest Quality High-Tensile Steel Wire. Ideally suited for:

- Agriculture
- Livestock
- Field Fences
- Vineyards
- Deer
- Greenhouses
- Highways
- Bridges
- Airports
- Snow Barriers
- Industrial Plants
- High Security Premises
Every So Often, A New Product Comes Along, So Innovative, That It Completely Revolutionizes An Industry

The Z-CLIP Fencing System does that for the fencing industry. This fencing system is stronger, needs less maintenance, eliminates approximately 90% of the fence posts, takes less time to install, and all at significant cost savings.

The Feel of Steel
The Z-CLIP® Fencing System is a high capacity steel mesh fence that uses the finest quality galvanized high-tensile steel wire. While we tense our wire to 650 lbs., this high-quality galvanized steel wire has a breaking point around 1,800 lbs., giving it much more suspension strength than traditional fence wire. That means less chance of breakage, a more secure fencing system, with less repair and maintenance. It means the elimination of barb wire for containing livestock. And by eliminating barb wire, you also eliminate the disease and infections livestock get from scratching themselves on a traditional barb wire fence.

Also, fabricated from galvanized steel wire, our patented Z-CLIP fasteners are woven into the horizontal wires every 5 to 15 feet depending on the fencing application. These unique Z-CLIP fasteners result in a structured steel wire mesh that distributes even pressure throughout the fencing system, giving the fence an enormous amount of strength and elasticity. Should any wire be cut or break for any reason, these patented Z-CLIP fasteners hold the wire in place until a simple repair can be made.

Rapid Installation
We put extra engineering into our fences so you won’t have to put in extra fence posts. Our revolutionary end-post technology makes installation easy and simple. Generally concrete is not even required. The Z-CLIP Fencing System allows you to install approximately 90% fewer fence posts. That means for every mile of fence, only 33 posts are required instead of the 328 in typical fence construction. That usually means 50% less construction time than nearly any other type of fences. Not only are there significant cost savings on labor, there are also significant cost savings in freight, storage and materials, as well as on maintenance of those fence posts throughout the life of the fence. All these savings add up to extremely competitive bids, saving substantial amounts of money over traditional fencing systems.

Safe and Secure
The galvanized steel round wire we use assures you that it will take more than traditional wire cutters to get through this fence. You are able to add barb wire or razor ribbon, or you can electrify the fence for added security. And the sky’s the limit. The Z-CLIP Fencing System can be built to virtually any reasonable height requirements. We will custom design your fence to meet your needs. We can provide the level of security you need, whether you are building a fence for a highway, for agricultural purposes, or for high security premises.

Environmentally Friendly
By using 90% fewer fence posts, the Z-CLIP Fencing System greatly reduces the visual impact on the environment.

Full Service Technical Support
Our number one priority is ensuring a successful implementation. Our full-service support begins with comprehensive, easy-to-use installation instructions. All of our fences must be installed by a Z-CLIP Certified Professional. Our technical staff provides complete hands-on training and friendly support.

Call Today for Details
Please contact us for information on how to become a distributor for the Z-CLIP Fencing System. Call us today to find out how much we can save you on your next fencing job. Be sure to visit our web site at www.zclip.com, or call our toll-free number at: 888/749-CLIP or (800/749-9254).